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1. Introduction and Summary
By a multiplicative base of order k for the positive integers we mean
a sequence Bk of positive integers such that every positive integer can
be represented as a product of k members from B k . For each positive
integer k, D. RAIKOV [5] found a multiplicative base B k of order k which
was essentially minimal in the asymptotic sense. That is, if Bk(x) is the
number of integers <:x whieh are in B k then Bk(x) '"'-'CkX (log X)(I/k)-I for
some positive constant Ck; and furthermore, any sequence A satisfying
lim A(x)/x (log x) (l/k)-l < 1/T( I/k) cannot be a multiplicative base of
~oo k
order k. Raikov's multiplicative base of order k was the set U Aj where
i-I
Aj is the set of positive integers all of whose prime factors have subscript
congruent to j (mod k) in the natural ordering of the primes (PI = 2, P2 = 3,
P3= 5, etc.). The object of this paper is to exhibit new multiplicative
bases which still have natural density 0, where by the natural density
~f the sequence B we mean lim B(x) provided the limit exists. Instead
z......oo x
of considering the subscripts of the prime factors of an integer n, we will
consider the comparative size of the integers nand Q(n) to determine
membership in our multiplicative bases. Q(n) is the number of prime
factors of n counting multiplicity.
2. We will use the following theorem of N. G. DE BRUIJX [2]. If ljJ(x, y)
is the number of positive integers not exceeding x which contain no prime
factors greater than y and if log y> (log X)213 then ljJ(x, y) '"'-' xe(f.-l) where
f.-l = log x/log y and e(f.-l) is the solution of the differential-difference equation
f.-le'(f.-l)=-e(f.-l-I) (f.-l>I) with initial conditions e(f.-l) = 1 (O<:f.-l<:I) and
e(f.-l) continuous at f.-l = 1.
Actually, we will use only a weak form of this result where p:» 1 and
f.-l ~ 1. We begin by constructing a multiplicative base of order 2.
1) I wish to thank Professor De Bruijn for his most helpful comments on the
presentation of this paper.
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Lemma. If a'l, . .. , aQ are pos itive real numbers and lrI =al + ...+ a Q
and t= max G1, t hen it is possible to select [Q/2] of t he ai's such t hat t hei r
sum s sat isfies
Is - (M - s)l<: t .
Thus if Q :>2 t hen t -cM and so both sand M - s are :>(M - l )/2.
Proof. 'Without loss of generality we may assume al <:... <:aQ. For
our selectio n of [Q/2] of t he a/s choose t he a/s with even subscript . The
rest follows easily .
Now choose positive numbers fJ , y, and 1) with fJ > 1, y < 1, 1] < 1 and
2y > fJ/(I-1]). Define A as the set of all integers n >3 for which Q(n) < fJ
log log n and the largest prime factor of n is less than nl - (log n ) - '1. Then
A has natural density 1 by virt ue of [2] sin ce almost all integers satisfy
Q(n) < fJ log log n[4. pg. 3561. Let B be the set of all integers n such that
Q(n) < y log log n. Then B has natural de nsity 0[4, ns. 3561.
We now show that every large n E A can be writ ten as n'n" with
n ', n" E B . To see this we wr ite n=pl ... P n (lI ) where PI < ...<: P n (lI ) and
apply t he lemma with Q = Q(n), G1, = log pi, M = log n , l = log Pn(n) and
M - t ;» (log n )1 - '1. Let n' = eS and n" = eM - s . Then since sand 111 - S are
both :>(M -t)/2 we have
log log n' =log s » log ((M -l) /2) :> log((log n )I- '1/2 )= (1 -1) ) log log n -
log 2.
Similarly log log n " ;» (1 -1]) log log n -log 2. But
log log n > Q(n)/fJ:> (2Q(n') - l )/fJ
and so
Q(n' )< ((fJ log log n )+ 1)/2
and so
Q(n') < ((fJ(log log n' + log 2)/(1- 1))) + 1)/2
which is < y log log n' for n large. Similarly , Q(n") < y log log n" for n
large. Thus n', n" E B for large n EA.
Now adjoin to B all the integers whi ch are not t he product of two
members of B. This gives us a multiplicative base of order 2. Since we
may choose fJ - 1 and 1] as small as we wish we can get y > ~ as close t o ~
as we please. A similar result for k :» 2 factors can be proved by extending
t he lemma to k >2 and taking ky > fJ/(l - 1]) an d mimicking t he proof
for k=2.
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